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feeding ground; they are held between the thighs, and also
supported by the bill and feet. In this way the bird is
able to fly with one of her offspring even when they have
.grown as large as Snipe. This shows the great wing power
•of the Woodcock, although its ordinary flight is heavy
and flapping. It is, however, a notoriously deceptive
flyer, having the power of darting off suddenly sideways,
and also of alighting "all.of a bloomin' sudden" as the
sailor said.
Woodcock in India, however, are far tamer and easier
to shoot than in Europe : they furnish a well-known object
•of sport in the Nilgherries, and, as everyone knows, are
remarkably good eating; in fact, almost the best of all
birds for the table. Woodcock have been cited as among
those desirable articles which cannot be increased in abun-
dance by human agency. But this is hardly correct;
effective game preserving would undoubtedly increase
their numbers, as it has done in England ; the eggs of such a
bird should of course be held sacred from collectors ; and
the detestable custom followed in Sweden of shooting
the '' reading '' male should be regarded as poaching
just as much as the old one of catching the birds in nets or
springes.
Moreover, it would be highly advantageous to introduce
this valuable bird into Tasmania and New Zealand, and
this would not be at all impossible, for the Woodcock will
live well in confinement. One survived for some years
in the London Zoological gardens, being fed on chopped
raw meat; it looked healthy and was very tame, and I
often amused myself by feeding it with lob-worms from
my fingers, for it would come right up to the front of the
Aviary for them. It has also been known to live in cap-
tivity on so simple a diet as bread and milk ; and a gentle-
man with whom I once travelled home told me that at his
home in the hills in India, a wild Woodcock used to come

